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For undergraduate courses in Adolescence and Adolescent Development  Â   Focused on a global

cultural perspective that incorporates research on adolescence through emerging adulthood  Â 

Grounded in a global cultural perspective (within and outside of the US), this text includes a

considerable amount of anthropology, sociology, and international research in addition to the

compelling psychological research on adolescent development. This book also takes into

accountÂ the period of emerging adulthood (ages 18-25), an area sometimes neglected but of

particular interest to many students who see themselves reflected in the research.  Â   Looking for

additional resources to help you understand the material and succeed in this course?

MyDevelopmentLab contains study tools such as flashcards, self tests, videos, as well as

MyVirtulTeen which allows you to raise your own virtualÂ teenager, focusing on the ages 10 through

18.Â  MyDevelpmentLab is available at www.mydevelopmentlab.com.
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I had to use this book for a graduate level class. But well... believe in me-- although the subtitle is "a

cultural approach", lots of information given in this book is wrong. I am from a developing country

and know how diverse traditional culture can be. But the authors tried so hard to convince people

that traditional culture is a homogeneous entity. It is as if every one outside America is living a poor,

conservative life. There are some facts though, but most info given as a "cultural approach" is just a

piece of crap. I want to tell the author that, if you haven't experienced lots of cultures by yourself,



please don't try to include that topic in your book. It confuses my American classmates, and offends

me.

good text book. I'm not sure how to rate this. It's not like I got this book because it was on a best

seller list. I got it for a class and have barely looked at it. works great to keep my desk from looking

too empty.

Arnett's writing style is culture-neutral -- not presenting any one culture above other like many

authors have fallen fowl. And on top of that, he has packed the book with factual information that

keeps you wanting to reread the text every time. There are a few books I keep after the rental

expires, this is certainly one of them, and I am going to learn from it, and teach my adolescent

children the subject matter of adolescent psychology.

With this being my first time as a parent of an adolescent boy, this book has been very helpful in

understanding why he acts the way he does. Now I can somewhat understand his ridiculous

behavior and attitude problems.

This book is the required text for an adolescent psychology course I am currently taking. I think one

of the strengths of the book is how it incorporates a global, cultural perspective. However, a lot of

the information is sort of tedious - it includes a lot information a psychology student has probably

already seen or will go over in different courses.

The sellers mentioned that there would be some highlighting and such, but the book was in very

good condition and the underlining/highlighting did not detract from the quality at all. It's always

great to spend only $3 for a college text book.

This text is great because it addresses the material with an interdisciplinary and multicultural

approach from the start. Everyone can relate to this. Lots of good case studies.

It's a text book. I only bought it because I had to and nothing more. It got me through the class and

had some helpful information but other than that it is exactly what it is, "a text book"
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